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	Computational Intelligence: A Compendium presents a well structured overview about this rapidly growing field with contributions from leading experts in Computational Intelligence. The main focus of the compendium is on applied methods, tried-and-proven as being effective to realworld problems, which is especially useful for practitioners, researchers, students and also newcomers to the field. This state-of- handbook-style book has contributions by leading experts.
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Excel 2010 Visual Quick TipsVisual, 2010

	Work smarter and faster in Excel 2010 with this quick, practical guide!


	Want quick answers to your Excel 2010 questions? This handy guide breaks down big tasks into bite-sized how-tos that quickly show you how to accomplish what you want to do. Full-color screenshots and numbered steps clearly explain dozens of features and...
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Bond Graph Modelling of Engineering Systems: Theory, Applications and Software SupportSpringer, 2011

	The author presents current work in bond graph methodology by providing a compilation of contributions from experts across the world that covers theoretical topics, applications in various areas as well as software for bond graph modeling.

	

	It addresses readers in academia and in industry concerned with the analysis of...
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CryENGINE Game Programming with C++, C#, and LuaPackt Publishing, 2013

	CryENGINE is a complete 3D game development solution that can run on multiple platforms. It is orientated around giving intuitive tools to the developer. A variety of interactive video games can be created using CryENGINE. CryENGINE is one of the most beginner-friendly engines out there to learn. If you are interested in diving into the...
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Advanced Functional Programming: 6th International School, AFP 2008, Heijen, The Netherlands, May 19-24, 2008, Revised LecturesSpringer, 2009
This tutorial book presents seven carefully revised lectures given at the 6th International School on Functional Programming, AFP 2008, in Heijen, The Netherlands in May 2008.

The book presents the following seven, carefully cross-reviewed chapters, written by leading authorities in the field: Self-adjusting: Computation with Delta ML,...
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Fw 200 Condor vs Atlantic Convoy: 1941-43 (Duel)Osprey Publishing, 2010

	With the fall of France in 1940, Germany suddenly had the opportunity to strike at poorly guarded Allied convoys. The Luftwaffe pressed into service the Fw-200 Condor, a plane that had originally been designed as a civilian airliner and the first plane to fly non-stop from Berlin to New York in 1938. After various modifications, the Fw-200...
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Professional Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to tap into the full potential of your system and dramatically improve your development and testing environment. From installation and configuration to clustering and performance enhancements, this book shows you how to get the most out of Microsoft Virtual Server. Written by a key member of the Virtual Server product team, it focuses on...
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